
Wel���� to E��l��� L�te����re ��� C�m�o��t�o�!
We are so excited for what next year has in store for AP Lit!  This handout outlines all the
information you need to know for your summer reading assignment and what you can expect in
August when we return to school.  Don’t get overwhelmed by the information.  We know you are
reentering the world of fiction after your junior year focused on nonfiction.  We will spend the first
two weeks when we return reviewing the summer reading assignment and setting a strong
foundation of literary analysis for the school year.

To give you some context for the course, according to College Board, “AP English Literature and
Composition focuses on reading, analyzing, and writing about imaginative literature (fiction,
poetry, drama) from various periods” in order to “examine the choices literary writers make and
the techniques they utilize to achieve purposes and generate meanings.”  In order to help
develop a literary “lens” for interpreting and understanding deeper meanings of a text, we’re
going to read selected chapters from Thomas Foster’s How to Read Literature Like a
Professor, Revised: A Lively and Entertaining Guide to Reading Between the Lines
(ISBN-13: 978-0062301673) as our summer reading selection.

This book teaches you how to understand the subtext of literary works and how to think more
deeply about short stories, novels, plays, and even movies.  It will also help us establish a
common language when discussing literary techniques and structures.  There are several
references throughout the chapters (both from classic literature and more modern pieces) that
Foster incorporates to illustrate his literary claims. We will utilize this text and read additional
chapters throughout the school year, so we encourage you to purchase a copy of the text so
that you can reference it often. Please make sure you read the revised edition (Publication
Date: 2014).

In addition to reading the selected chapters, you will also have two activities that pair with this
text.  These activities include modern connection responses that pair with the chapters from
How to Read Literature Like a Professor, Revised, as well as a short story literary analysis
activity. These activities are all due on Friday, August 20th (second Friday of the new
school year). Please email us if you have any questions. We are really looking forward to
meeting you all this fall!  Enjoy your summer, and we will see you in class!

Mr. Cat���e ��d M�. Spe���

Jason.Catoire@humbleisd.net

Katie.Spence@humbleisd.net
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How �� R�a� ��t��a��r� Li�� � P�of����r
There are six selected chapters that you need to read from How to Read Literature Like a
Professor.  We recommend that you read them in the provided order below.  These chapters are
meant to provide a literary foundation for the course.

Understanding Intertextuality
Chapter 4: “Now, Where Have I Seen Her Before?”

Understanding Plot
Chapter 1: “Every Trip Is a Quest (Except When It’s Not)”

Understanding Characterization
Chapter 10: “Never Stand Next to the Hero”

Understanding Symbolism
Chapter 12: “Is That a Symbol?”

Understanding Setting
Chapter 19: “Geography Matters…”

Understanding Context
Chapter 24: “Don’t Read with Your Eyes”

Ac�i��t� 1: Mod��� C�n�e�t��� Re�p����s
For each of the chapters above, you need to respond with a paragraph (5-8 sentences
minimum) illustrating a modern example of a “text” that follows the main claim made in each
chapter.  Foster makes several claims in a chapter, but he often highlights a key one by bolding
the text.  You can pull from this main idea of the chapter, or you can look for other subclaims he
makes in the chapter.  What do you consider the big “take-away” from the chapter?

Now think of a modern “text” that follows that principle/lesson from the chapter.  The “text” can
be from a modern novel, a poem, a graphic novel, a television show, or a movie.  Get creative
and pull examples from your own areas of interest! A story is a story, no matter the medium!
(Note: Do not just repeat references made in the book. You must come up with your own
modern “texts” to analyze.) In each of your paragraph responses, analyze how the modern
“text” embodies the key lesson from the specific chapter. Be detailed in your examples,
explaining why the writer/director/producer made the literary/artistic choices that he or she did.
You can type or handwrite your six paragraphs.



Ac�i��t� 2: Sho�� �t��� ��te���y A���y�i�
Select one of the short stories listed below to read and develop a literary interpretation.
Consider the basic principles regarding literary analysis expressed in How to Read Literature
Like a Professor when analyzing your selected short story.

Short Story Options:
“A Rose for Emily” by William Faulkner
“Everyday Use” by Alice Walker
“By the Waters of Babylon” by Stephen Vincent Benét

*QR codes for each of the short stories can be found on the last page of this document.  You
can also easily access the short story by Googling the title and the phrase “pdf.”

After reading your short story, you will construct a literary analysis paragraph (minimum
8 sentences).  Your claim should connect to one of the following literary elements:
characterization, symbolism, or setting. Consider the following sentence breakdown
structure when developing your literary analysis paragraph:

1. Topic Sentence - Make a claim that presents a defensible interpretation of the short
story and connects to a broader thematic understanding of the story.

2. #1 Concrete Detail (Direct Quote) - Provide specific evidence from the text to support
your claim.

3. #1 Commentary - Explain how the evidence supports your line of reasoning.  This is
YOUR insight about the text--don’t just summarize your quote.

4. #2 Commentary - Focus on the importance of specific words and details from the
passage to build your interpretation.

5. #2 Concrete Detail (Direct Quote) - Provide another specific example from the text to
support your claim.

6. #3 Commentary - Explain how the evidence supports your line of reasoning.  This is
YOUR insight about the text--don’t just summarize your quote.

7. #4 Commentary - Focus on the importance of specific words and details from the
passage to build your interpretation.

8. Concluding Sentence - Link your interpretation back to a broader thematic
understanding of the story.

The paragraph construction above is a suggested format. You may choose to write more in
your paragraph, but make sure your original commentary/analysis outweighs the number of
direct quotes.  Be careful not to just summarize the story.  You need to be making a claim about
YOUR interpretation of the story.  We will work on your literary analysis paragraph in class as
well when we return in August.  We recommend typing your paragraph so that it’s easier to
revise.



Q� �od��:
“A Rose for Emily” by William Faulkner

“Everyday Use” by Alice Walker

“By the Waters of Babylon” by Stephen Vincent Benét


